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End-of-Year Project Rubric

CATEGORY Expert-4 Proficient-3 Apprentice -2 Novice-1
Content (8)
2 pts per category

Covers topic in depth with
details and examples; focus
is maintained throughout
the presentation.

The Pulitzer Center
resource is relevant and
thoroughly outlined.

Includes essential knowledge
about the topic. focus is
maintained for most of the
presentation.

The Pulitzer Center resource
is related to a topic covered
through the year.

Includes essential information
about the topic but there are
1-2 factual errors; focus is
maintained for some of the
presentation

The Pulitzer Center resource
partially relates to a topic
covered in class.

Content is minimal OR there
are several factual errors;
presentation lacks significant
focus

The Pulitzer Center resource
does not relate to a topic
covered in class..

Requirements (8)
2 pts per category

All required components
included in the
presentation

Project is missing one
required component

Project is missing 2-3 required
components.

Project is missing several
required components

Presentation (8)
2 pts per category

Subject knowledge
demonstrated is excellent;
Presenter maintained eye
contact with the audience,
and avoided distracting
movements or gestures

Subject knowledge
demonstrated is good;
Presenter almost always
maintained eye contact with the
audience & avoided distracting
gestures.

Subject knowledge
demonstrated is fair; Presenter
sometimes engaged in
distracting
movements/gestures or spoke
too quickly.

Subject knowledge is poor;
Presenter rarely maintained
eye contact with the audience,
and frequently engaged in
distracting movements or
gestures.

Website (or other
project)
Appearance (10)
pts according to
category

Website is clean and has
interactive components.

Pictures used are extremely
effective in enhancing the
quality of the presentation

Website has some interactive
components.

Pictures used are somewhat
effective in enhancing the
quality of the presentation

Website’s interactive
components are not working
properly.

Pictures do little to enhance the
quality of the presentation

Website is missing an
interactive component.

Pictures are either missing or
are irrelevant to the overall
presentation
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Mechanics (4)
respective pts

Correct grammar, spelling,
and punctuation.

1-3 errors in grammar,
spelling, and punctuation.

3-5 errors in grammar,
spelling, and punctuation.

More than 5 errors in
grammar, spelling, and
punctuation.

*Late projects will be subject to a grade reduction after 1 day.

TOTAL:

_____/38


